
“Near-Death Experiences” 
Have you or anybody you know ever had a “Near-Death 
Experience”? It is also commonly known by the acronym “NDE.” 

NDE’s are experiences that an individual has that is associated 
with impending death, which can encompass any combination of 
multiple possible sensations including mental detachment from the 
body, feelings of levitation or lightness, being at peace or total 
serenity, feeling safe or secure, warmth, and the presence of light. 

According to a Gallup Poll conducted in 1992, 13 million 
Americans reported having had an NDE. At that time, that was 5% 
of the U.S. population. Similar statistical studies have been 
conducted in other countries with similar results. 

For those of you who don’t know what this is or haven’t had the 
experience — a Near-Death Experience — I’ll describe a couple of 
them to you. 

********* 

Jay in the ER 
Another friend of mine, Jay, was medically dead for 20 minutes — 
a very long time. 

He had been in the hospital emergency room that night, but then 
was moved to another room in the morning. Our friend Diane had 
been with him 
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throughout the night and accompanied him to the new room. 

She told me, “He ‘coded’ right in front of me and I went to get help 
after hitting the button, and told the nurses he was not breathing — 
they quickly came in and checked him, and then they yelled 
‘Code!’ And then about 10 people rushed in — doctors and 
nurses.” 

“Coded” is medical slang meaning that a patient is having a 
cardiopulmonary arrest (the heart has stopped beating) in a hospital 
or clinic, requiring a team of providers to rush to the specific 
location and begin immediate efforts to try to resuscitate him, to 
bring his body back to life — the ‘paddles on the chest’ routine 
that you see on TV and in the movies. 

Keep in mind, the National Institute of Health states that, 
“Permanent brain damage begins after only 4 minutes without 
oxygen, and death can occur as soon as 4 to 6 minutes later.” 

And, for the most part, that’s true for almost everyone in the world. 
Except for my friend Jay. 

This is what he and Diane (who was in the hospital room sitting 
with Jay at his bedside during this entire NDE) described to me... 

Diane was praying for Jay, and did what she called “petitioning for 
him” — asking for his life to continue and for advice. She said, “I 
was ‘told’ to sing three pujas and ignore all that was going on, to 
not speak to 
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anyone as I was shown in advance the entire scene and that he 
would live. 

“A Presence came over me as I sang softly and I focused 100% on 
the puja and Jay,” Diane said. 

(She was singing a familiar song they both knew — called the 
“puja” — which Diane had been singing for many years and Jay 
would have recognized.) 

In 2014, Jay described his NDE to me in detail. The event 
happened in 2004. 

Here is what Jay told me — 

He said “he” left the hospital room — i.e., his “mind” — his mind 
left his body, and then he found himself in what he described as “a 
crystalline, dense star field — like out in outer space.” He said he 
then “started to move through it, and then past it.” 

Jay said, contrary to what some people describe in their NDE’s, he 
“did not go down a ‘tunnel’ — not at first.” He said he experienced 
“a void, a blackness, and silence.” He also said he “knew if [he] 
went further, [he] would not have come back.” He said he had a 
choice to continue further or not. 

At that point in his NDE, Jay “heard a lilting song, a melody.” He 
didn’t recognize the song, but he found it pleasant, “warm and 
comforting.” 

As I mentioned, Diane, who was standing right next to Jay’s bed at 
that moment in the hospital room, was singing to him a familiar 
song they both knew — called the puja. 
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And then, Jay told me, “I felt myself being drawn back.” 

At that point, Jay found himself “in a tunnel going really fast.” He 
had a sense of speed because “...along the sides of the tunnel were 
robed figures, though not in bodies in the usual way we see people 
on Earth.” 

Then he went faster and faster down the tunnel towards the 
pleasant, lilting song. Unbeknownst to Jay, his mind was moving 
towards his friend Diane. 

Remember, as I said, Diane was singing — standing at Jay’s 
bedside. And then she saw the doctors on each side of the bed stop 
what they had been doing. 

And she heard the doctors say, “Let us synchronize our watches...” 
— as they were preparing to call out his official time of death. 

A minister had come in and wanted to comfort Diane. Diane told 
her to let her be, that she (Diane) was also a minister — and Diane 
told her, “He is going to live” — saying it with authority to the 
room in general. Then Diane went silent. 

At that point, Diane heard someone on ‘the other side’ tell her, 
“Speak briefly with authority,” and so Diane said, in a strong voice, 
“His hand moved....” The doctors and nurses all looked very 
surprised at her and they quickly intubated Jay again, starting the 
series of resuscitation procedures — all over again. 

Remember, 20 minutes had now transpired since he had ‘coded.’ 
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Then, Jay described it to me like this — he said, “Kel, then I felt 
like I slammed into my body.” 

He ‘came down’ so fast, it was as if his mind felt like it slammed 
into his body incredibly fast. And when it did, he sat bolt upright, 
and scared the heck out of the doctors and the nurses! Everybody 
was totally freaked out, because they all thought he had been dead 
for 20 minutes. 

And when Jay sat right up, he started yelling, really pissed off 
looking around the hospital room, “Diane, where am I? Who are 
these people!?” 

He then described the NDE experience to Diane, adding that he 
also saw “a tall Presence standing behind [her] with hands 
outstretched.” Jay drew a sketch of this for Diane, including the 
Presence behind her, and of the gold light that was emanating from 
that Presence. 

Diane said that what was so amazing was that Jay was immediately 
filled with life, and every time someone came in to the hospital 
room, he told them what had happened. He also no longer had any 
allergies! (They disappeared after that NDE.) They then moved 
him to a room down the hall and very shortly thereafter sent him 
home. 

His family doctor was surprised saying that “diabetics do not 
usually come back” — Jay had been diabetic since age 11 and had 
had many hospitalizations with various complications over the 
years. Jay was 51 years old at the time of his NDE. 
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So, that’s another Near-Death Experience — a very different NDE 
from my college friend’s experience. As you can see, there is a 
wide range of these experiences. 


